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This is an entirely new selection of Keatss finest poetry containing all his best known work as
well as a sample of less familiar pieces. Keats published three volumes of poetry before his
death at age twenty-five of tuberculosis and, while many of his contemporaries were prompt to
recognize his greatness, snobbery and political hostility led the Tory press to vilify and
patronize him as a Cockney poet. Financial anxieties and the loss of those he loved most had
tried him persistently, yet he dismissed the concept of life as a vale of tears and substituted the
concept of a vale of Soul-making. His poetry and his remarkable letters reveal a spirit of
questing vitality and profound understanding and his final volume, which contains the great
odes and the unfinished Hyperion, attests to an astonishing maturity of power.About the
Series: For over 100 years Oxford Worlds Classics has made available the broadest spectrum
of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxfords commitment to
scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features,
including expert introductions by leading authorities, voluminous notes to clarify the text,
up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.
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